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(54) SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR GENERATING LOCALIZED CONTEXTUAL VIDEO ANNOTATION

(57) Embodiments described herein provide a sys-
tem for localized contextual video annotation. During op-
eration, the system can segment a video into a plurality
of segments based on a segmentation unit and parse a
respective segment for generating multiple input modal-
ities for the segment. A respective input modality can

indicate a form of content in the segment. The system
can then classify the segment into a set of semantic class-
es based on the input modalities and determine an an-
notation for the segment based on the set of semantic
classes.
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Description

Related Application

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Application No. 62/924,586, Attorney Docket
Number PARC-20190487US01, titled "Personalized
Viewing Experience and Contextual Advertising in
Streaming Media based on Scene Level Annotation of
Videos," by inventors Suresh Kumar and Raj a Bala, filed
22 October 2019, the disclosure of which is incorporated
by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

Field

[0002] This disclosure is generally related to the field
of artificial intelligence (AI). More specifically, this disclo-
sure is related to a system and method for obtaining lo-
calized contextual information from a video and utilizing
the localized contextual information for annotating indi-
vidual segments of the video.

Related Art

[0003] The exponential growth of video content distri-
bution services (e.g., YouTube) and stream services
(e.g., Amazon Prime or Netflix) have brought easy ac-
cess to a variety of videos (e.g., a video file or a stream).
Viewers can be generally interested in metadata associ-
ated with a video, such as rating and suitability for a par-
ticular age group. If the video file is a movie or a television
show, viewers may also be interested in genre, rating,
protagonists, trailers, and reviews. However, such infor-
mation may indicate a global view of the video and does
provide temporal information or guidance as the video
progresses from scene to scene.
[0004] Furthermore, the video may be provided to the
viewers in an advertisement-supported form. However,
the advertisements inserted into the video may not have
any context to the preceding segment of the video (i.e.,
the segment that has been playing prior to the advertise-
ment). Since the video segment may impact the emo-
tional state of a viewer, the content of the advertisement
may not be suitable for the emotional state of a viewer
without considering contextual information associated
with the video segment. Consequently, the placement of
the advertisement may become counterproductive
[0005] While global metadata bring many desirable
features to a video content provider, some issues remain
unsolved in facilitating localized contextual annotation of
a video for efficient viewing and monetization.

SUMMARY

[0006] Embodiments described herein provide a sys-
tem for localized contextual video annotation. During op-

eration, the system can segment a video into a plurality
of segments based on a segmentation unit and parse a
respective segment for generating multiple input modal-
ities for the segment. A respective input modality can
indicate a form of content in the segment. The system
can then classify the segment into a set of semantic class-
es based on the input modalities and determine an an-
notation for the segment based on the set of semantic
classes. The annotation can indicate semantic contextu-
al information of the segment.
[0007] In a variation on this embodiment, the system
can apply a corresponding classifier on a respective input
modality for determining classification for the input mo-
dality. Subsequently, the system can determine a unified
classification for the segment based on the classifications
for the multiple input modalities. The system can then
determine annotation for the segment based on the uni-
fied classification.
[0008] In a further variation, the system can determine
the unified classification by fusing the classifications for
the multiple input modalities with each other to generate
the unified classification.
[0009] In a variation on this embodiment, the multiple
input modalities include video frames separated from the
audio signal of the segment. The system can then classify
the segment by applying a deep visual classifier on the
video frames to generate visual classification for the seg-
ment.
[0010] In a variation on this embodiment, the multiple
input modalities include an audio signal separated from
the video frames of the segment. The system can then
classify the segment by decomposing the audio signal
into a background signal and a speech signal. The sys-
tem can then apply an audio classifier on the background
signal to generate background audio classification for the
segment. The system can also apply an emotion classi-
fier on the speech signal to generate emotion classifica-
tion for the segment.
[0011] In a variation on this embodiment, the multiple
input modalities include textual information separated
from audio-visual signals of the segment. The system
can then classify the segment by obtaining speech text
representing verbal speeches in the segment. The sys-
tem can then align the textual information with the speech
text and apply a text-based classifier on the aligned text
to generate textual classification for the segment.
[0012] In a further variation, the system can obtain a
script of the movie and further aligning the script with the
speech text.
[0013] In a variation on this embodiment, the system
can classifying the segment by obtaining respective fea-
ture embeddings from the classifications for the multiple
input modalities and combining the feature embeddings
to generate a unified embedding. The system can then
apply a semantic classifier on the unified embedding to
determine the unified classification.
[0014] In a further variation, the system can combine
the feature embeddings by applying feature concatena-
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tion on the feature embeddings.
[0015] In a variation on this embodiment, the annota-
tion can include a set of keys indicating the semantic
contextual information of the segment. A respective key
can include a value and a strength. The value can indicate
a feature of the segment, and the strength can indicate
the likelihood of the value being associated with the seg-
ment.
[0016] In a variation on this embodiment, the segmen-
tation unit can be one or more of: an act, a scene, a beat,
and a shot of the video.
[0017] In a variation on this embodiment, a respective
semantic class can correspond to one of: action, danger,
romance, friendship, and outdoor adventure.
[0018] Embodiments described herein provide a sys-
tem for placing advertisement based on localized con-
textual video annotation. During operation, the system
can segment a video into a plurality of segments based
on a segmentation unit and parse a respective segment
for generating multiple input modalities for the segment.
A respective input modality can indicate a form of content
in the segment. The system can then classify the seg-
ment into a set of semantic classes based on the input
modalities and determine an annotation for the segment
based on the set of semantic classes. Subsequently, the
system can identify an inter-segment availability (ISA)
between segments of the video file as a target location
for placing an advertisement and send the annotations
of a set of segments associated with the ISA to an ad-
vertisement system. The set of segments includes one
or more of: a preceding segment of the ISA and a sub-
sequent segment of the ISA.
[0019] Embodiments described herein provide a sys-
tem for facilitating discretionary viewing based on local-
ized contextual video annotation. During operation, the
system can segment a video into a plurality of segments
based on a segmentation unit and parse a respective
segment for generating multiple input modalities for the
segment. A respective input modality can indicate a form
of content in the segment. The system can then classify
the segment into a set of semantic classes based on the
input modalities and determine an annotation for the seg-
ment based on the set of semantic classes. Subsequent-
ly, the system can obtain a viewing preference from a
viewer of the video and determine a set of viewing seg-
ments from the plurality of segments based on the an-
notations for the plurality of segments. The set of viewing
segments complies with the viewing preference.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0020]

FIG. 1A illustrates an exemplary video annotation
system facilitating localized contextual annotation in
a video, in accordance with an embodiment of the
present application.
FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary localized contextual

annotation in a video, in accordance with an embod-
iment of the present application.
FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary annotation gener-
ation from multimodal contextual information of a vid-
eo segment, in accordance with an embodiment of
the present application.
FIG. 2B illustrates exemplary localized annotations
associated with a video segment, in accordance with
an embodiment of the present application.
FIG. 3A illustrates an exemplary process of gener-
ating localized contextual annotation for a video seg-
ment using classification-based multimodal fusion,
in accordance with an embodiment of the present
application.
FIG. 3B illustrates an exemplary process of gener-
ating localized contextual annotation for a video seg-
ment using embedding-based multimodal fusion, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present ap-
plication.
FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary advertisement place-
ment process in a video based on localized contex-
tual information, in accordance with an embodiment
of the present application.
FIG. 5A presents a flowchart illustrating a method of
a video annotation system generating multimodal
classifications for a video segment using classifica-
tion-based multimodal fusion, in accordance with an
embodiment of the present application.
FIG. 5B presents a flowchart illustrating a method of
a video annotation system generating a unified clas-
sification for a video segment using embedding-
based multimodal fusion, in accordance with an em-
bodiment of the present application.
FIG. 5C presents a flowchart illustrating a method of
a video annotation system generating an annotation
based on a unified classification of a video segment,
in accordance with an embodiment of the present
application.
FIG. 6 presents a flowchart illustrating a method of
a video annotation system providing annotation in-
formation for placing advertisements in a video, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present ap-
plication.
FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary computer system fa-
cilitating a video annotation system that supports lo-
calized contextual annotation for a video, in accord-
ance with an embodiment of the present application.
FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary apparatus that facil-
itates localized contextual annotation for a video, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present ap-
plication.

[0021] In the figures, like reference numerals refer to
the same figure elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] The following description is presented to enable
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any person skilled in the art to make and use the embod-
iments, and is provided in the context of a particular ap-
plication and its requirements. Various modifications to
the disclosed embodiments will be readily apparent to
those skilled in the art, and the general principles defined
herein may be applied to other embodiments and appli-
cations without departing from the spirit and scope of the
present disclosure. Thus, the embodiments described
herein are not limited to the embodiments shown, but are
to be accorded the widest scope consistent with the prin-
ciples and features disclosed herein.

Overview

[0023] The embodiments described herein solve the
problem of generating localized contextual information
from a respective video segment of a video by (i) dividing
a video into meaningful segments and obtaining multiple
input modalities indicating the content of a respective vid-
eo segment; (ii) determining multimodal contextual infor-
mation by applying a corresponding form of artificial in-
telligence (AI) model on a respective mode of input, and
(iii) unifying the multimodal contextual information to ob-
tain unified contextual information.
[0024] With existing technologies, some video provid-
ing services often use scene-level content detection for
video search and retrieval, summarization, alignment of
subtitles, and actor identification. However, the detected
content may not represent contextual information for the
scene, such as whether that specific scene is suitable
for viewing in front of children or a type of emotion de-
picted in the scene. As a result, even though a viewer
may be aware of the presence of certain types of scenes
(e.g., an R-rated activity or an intense fight scene) in the
video, the viewer may not be aware of the location of the
scene prior to watching the video. Furthermore, some
video providers may insert advertisements into certain
locations of the video. However, the content of the video
that has been playing prior to an advertisement may put
a viewer in an emotional state that may not be compatible
or suitable for the advertisement.
[0025] To solve this problem, a video annotation sys-
tem can use one or more scene segmentation techniques
to identify individual segments of a video. The system
can determine the starting and ending timestamps of
each segment. The segmentation techniques can be
based on one or more of: object detection, set theory,
and deep neural network. A segment of a video (or a
video segment) can be based on an act, a scene, a beat,
or a shot of the video. The system can then obtain con-
textual semantic information associated with a respective
segment. Subsequently, the system can classify the seg-
ment and annotate the segment based on the classifica-
tion. For example, the system can determine with one or
more categories associated with the segment. Accord-
ingly, the system can annotate the segment with a re-
spective determined category and a likelihood of the seg-
ment being in that category. The annotation can then be

used to personalize the movie toward a particular audi-
ence (e.g., inappropriate video segments can be skipped
over in the presence of minors).
[0026] In some embodiments, the system can deter-
mine multiple input modalities, which can also be referred
to as multimodal inputs associated with the video. Such
input modalities can include, but are not limited to, the
video channel, the audio signal of the video (e.g., the
background and speech), textual information (e.g., the
script and subtitles) of the video, and additional metadata
of the video (e.g., known metadata and additional infor-
mation embedded in the video). The system can apply a
corresponding form of AI model on each mode of input
and determine the corresponding classification into a se-
mantic category. For example, the system can apply a
deep visual classifier on the video channel to identify (or
infer) the semantic category of the video segment. Sim-
ilarly, the system can apply natural language processing
(NLP) on the script of the segment to infer the semantic
category as well. In this way, the system can obtain a
multimodal classification for the segment (i.e., from mul-
tiple modes of classification) and determine unified clas-
sification by applying joint inference on the classifications
from multimodal inputs.
[0027] The system can then determine the annotation
for a respective segment and incorporate the annotation
with the video. The annotation can be in the form of a set
of keys. Each key can indicate an object, a genre, a con-
cept, or an action associated with a segment. The key
can also indicate a rating, the name of a character, and
a location. Each key can be represented by a value and
a strength. Hence, the key can be in the form of {key:
(value, strength)}. The value of a key can depend on the
type of key. For example, if a key is the category (or
genre) of a segment, the value can be one of: action,
adventure, comedy, crime, drama, fantasy, horror, mu-
sical, mystery, romance, and sci-fi. The strength can be
a number (e.g., between 0 and 1) that indicates the like-
lihood of the presence of the given value (e.g., a strength
level or confidence level).
[0028] If the keys represent a semantic category, the
system can generate a normalized representation of the
semantic categories (i.e., the values) associated with the
key. Furtherrrmore, the system can present a normalized
representation of the strengths of the values associated
with each key. The normalization can be based on a value
of 1 (or 100). The likelihood of the segment being in a
specific category is represented with a fraction value be-
tween 0 and 1, and summation of the fraction values of
all categories can be 1. The fraction value associated
with a specific category can be referred to as an anno-
tation value. In some embodiments, each of the annota-
tion values associated with a segment can be expressed
with a distinct representation (e.g., with a color, fill-pat-
tern, or value) to generate an annotation indicator. Sub-
sequently, the system can provide the annotation indica-
tor to a video provider, which can then display the anno-
tation indicator with the corresponding video segment.
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[0029] The annotation can facilitate a personalized
viewing option for a viewer. The viewer may choose to
automatically skip through items in the video that belong
to a specific category. If the strength of a value indicating
the category is greater than a threshold, the system may
determine that the segment belongs to the category.
Hence, each segment may belong to multiple categories.
The viewer may also select to watch certain parts of the
video that matches specific characteristics. For example,
the viewer can choose to watch only the segments that
have a certain actor or has specific actions. The system
may allow the viewer to select the set of values of a spe-
cific key (e.g., a set of categories) for the annotation. The
system can then skip over or only show the segments
that correspond to the categories. The system can main-
tain the starting and ending timestamps of a respective
segment. Consequently, whenever the timestamp of a
selected segment is determined, the system can skip
over or show the segment between the starting and end-
ing timestamps.
[0030] Furthermore, the annotations can be used for
placing contextually relevant advertisements in a video.
The system may identify the inter-segment availabilities
(ISAs) (i.e., available spots between segments) in the
video as advertisement spots. Since the ISAs can be
between scenes, the ISA-based placement of an adver-
tisement may not interrupt an important sequence or
scene in the video. Consequently, the placement of the
advertisements may cause less irritation to the viewer.
An administrator of the video providing application may
configure a number of times the video can be stopped to
show one or more advertisements. Based on the number,
the system may recommend a set of ISAs for placing the
advertisements using one or more policies. For example,
the policies can include avoiding or using cliffhangers,
avoiding scene fragmentations, and feel-good preceding
segments.
[0031] When an advertisement spot is approaching,
the system can provide the annotations to an advertise-
ment system (e.g., an advertisement exchange and/or
platform). The annotations can be associated with the
preceding and subsequent scene of the advertisement
spot (i.e., the ISA), the last beat in the preceding scene,
and the first beat in the subsequent scene. The adver-
tisement system can dynamically match the annotations
with the content of the available advertisements and
place the advertisement that matches the contextual in-
formation represented in the annotations. Alternatively,
an advertisement’s owner (e.g., insurance companies)
can buy tags (e.g., fire, explosions, etc.) relevant to the
business. If the annotation matches a particular tag, the
advertisement can be placed in the corresponding spot.
The match can be based on the values and correspond-
ing strengths in the keys. In this way, the annotation can
facilitate the placement of contextually relevant adver-
tisements in the video.

Exemplary System

[0032] FIG. 1A illustrates an exemplary video annota-
tion system facilitating localized contextual annotation in
a video, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
application. A video management environment 100 in-
cludes an application server 104, which can host one or
more applications that can host video content and may
provide a video 140 to a user 150. For example, the ap-
plication can provide a video streaming or television-
based content delivery service to provide video 140 user
device 106 of user 150. Such applications include, but
are not limited to, a video content distribution service, a
video streaming service, a television service, and a vir-
tual/augmented reality service provider. Applicant server
104 can be in communication with an advertisement pro-
vider that can incorporate advertisements into video 140.
Applicant server 104 can maintain a database 182 for
storing video content, such as video 140, and/or adver-
tisement content for video 140. Applicant server 104 can
be reachable (e.g., from device 106) via a network 130,
which can be a local or a wide area network.
[0033] With existing technologies, the application on
application server 104 may use scene-level content de-
tection on a scene 142 of video 140. Using the scene-
level content detection, the application may facilitate vid-
eo search and retrieval from a display device 108 of user
device 106. Furthermore, the application can also pro-
vide summarization, alignment of subtitles, and actor
identification associated with scene 142 to device 106.
However, the detected content of scene 142 may not
represent contextual information for scene 142, such as
whether scene 142 is suitable for viewing in front of chil-
dren or the type of emotion depicted in scene 142.
[0034] As a result, even though user 140 may be aware
of the presence of a certain type of content (e.g., an R-
rated activity or an intense fight scene) that may appear
in video 140, user 150 may not be aware of the presence
of such content in a specific scene, such as scene 142.
Furthermore, the application may insert an advertise-
ment into video 140 after scene 142. However, the con-
tent of scene 142, which has been playing prior to dis-
playing the advertisement, may put user 150 in an emo-
tional state that may not be compatible or suitable for the
advertisement.
[0035] To solve this problem, environment 100 can in-
clude a video annotation system 110 that can determine
segment-level contextual information and use the infor-
mation to annotate a respective segment of video 140.
System 110 can be equipped with a segmentation mod-
ule 112, an analysis module 114, and an annotation mod-
ule 116. System 110 may optionally include an adver-
tisement module 118 (denoted with dotted lines). Seg-
mentation module 112 can support and implement one
or more scene segmentation techniques that can identify
individual segments, such as segments 146 and 148, of
video 140. If the segments are determined at the scene
level, segment 146 can be the same as scene 142.
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[0036] During operation, segmentation module 112
can determine the starting and ending timestamps of
each segment of video 140. The segmentation tech-
niques can be based on one or more of: object detection,
set theory, and deep neural network. A segment of video
140, which can be referred to as a video segment, can
be an act, a scene, a beat, or a shot of video 140. Analysis
module 114 can then obtain contextual semantic infor-
mation associated with segment 146. Subsequently,
analysis module 114 can classify segment 146 and an-
notate segment 146 based on the classification. Here,
analysis module 114 can determine one or more cate-
gories associated with segment 146.
[0037] In some embodiments, analysis module 114
can determine multiple input modalities associated with
video 140. Such modes of input can include, but are not
limited to, the video channel or the frames of video 140,
the audio signal of video 140, and textual information of
video 140. The audio signal can include both the back-
ground sounds and speech, and the textual information
can include the script of video 140 and subtitles (or closed
captions) of video 140. Segmentation module 112 can
segment a respective mode of input to align with the video
segments of video 140 and generate a multimodal input
set 120 for analysis module 114. For example, segmen-
tation module 112 can segment the video frames and
audio signal of video 140 that belong to segment 146
(e.g., scene 142) to determine video frames 122 and au-
dio signal 124, respectively. Similarly, segmentation
module 112 can segment the textual information of video
140 to determine textual information 126 associated with
segment 146. Input set 120 can also include additional
metadata information 128 (e.g., known metadata and ad-
ditional embedded information in video 140) associated
with segment 146. In this way, input set 120 can include
multiple input modalities or modes of input.
[0038] Analysis module 114 can apply a corresponding
form of AI model on each mode of input in input set 120
and infer semantic contextual information indicating the
corresponding classification into a semantic category.
For example, analysis module 114 can apply a deep vis-
ual classifier on video frames 122 to infer a video classi-
fication of segment 146. Analysis module 114 can also
apply audio classifier and/or speech recognition on audio
signal 124 to infer an audio classification of segment 146.
Similarly, analysis module 114 can apply an NLP-based
classifier on textual information 126 to infer the text clas-
sification of segment 146. In this way, analysis module
114 can obtain multimodal classifications for segment
146 (i.e., from multiple modes of classification). Analysis
module 114 can then jointly infer the fusion or unified
classification from the multimodal classifications (or the
respective embeddings obtained from the classifications)
of segment 146.
[0039] Based on the unified classification, annotation
module 116 can generate an annotation indicator 144 to
annotate segment 146 with a respective determined cat-
egory and a likelihood of segment 146 being in that cat-

egory. Annotation module 116 may map annotation in-
dicator 144 to segment 146 in a data structure and/or
present annotation indicator 144 on display device 108
while showing segment 146 (e.g., scene 142). User 150
can then use annotation indicator 144 to determine
whether to watch segment 146. For example, user 150
may skip over segment 146 in the presence of minors.
[0040] Furthermore, advertisement module 118 can
use contextual information for placing contextually rele-
vant advertisements in video 140. Advertisement module
118 may identify the ISAs in video 140 as potential ad-
vertisement spots. Since the ISAs can be between
scenes, the ISA-based placement of an advertisement
may not interrupt an important sequence or scene in vid-
eo 140. Consequently, the placement of the advertise-
ments may cause less irritation to user 150. An admin-
istrator of the application running on application server
104 may configure the number of times video 140 can
be stopped to show one or more advertisements. Based
on the number, advertisement module 118 may recom-
mend a set of ISAs for placing the advertisements using
one or more policies. For example, the policies can in-
clude avoiding or using cliffhangers, avoiding scene frag-
mentations, and feel-good preceding segments indicated
by corresponding annotations.
[0041] Suppose that an ISA between segments 146
and 148 in video 140 is selected as an advertisement
spot. When the advertisement spot is approaching while
video 140 is running, advertisement module 118 can pro-
vide the associated contextual information to an adver-
tisement platform. The contextual information can be as-
sociated with segments 146 and 148, the last beat in
segment 146, and the first beat in segment 148. The con-
textual information can include one or more keywords
representing each of segments 146 and 148, the last
beat in segment 146, and the first beat in segment 148.
Advertisement module 118 can provide the contextual
information to an advertisement system (e.g., an adver-
tisement exchange and/or platform), which can be in
communication with system 110 based on an informa-
tion-sharing protocol. The protocol can facilitate supply-
side and/or demand-side advertisement placement.
[0042] The advertisement system can dynamically
match the contextual information with the content of the
available advertisements and place the advertisement
that matches the contextual information. For example, if
the advertisement system is an advertisement exchange,
the advertisement system can provide the contextual in-
formation to the bidders. The contextual information (e.g.,
keywords) can then be used to match the right advertise-
ments in the ISA. Alternatively, an advertisement’s owner
can buy tags relevant to the business. If the contextual
information matches a particular tag, the advertisement
can be placed in the corresponding spot between seg-
ments 146 and 148. In this way, advertisement module
118 can facilitate the placement of contextually relevant
advertisements in video 140.
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Segment-Level Annotation

[0043] FIG. 1B illustrates an exemplary localized con-
textual annotation in a video, in accordance with an em-
bodiment of the present application. Video 140 can in-
clude a set of acts comprising act 152. An act can rep-
resent a story-arc in video 140. A respective act can in-
clude a number of scenes. A scene can be a unit of action
that is confined with respect to a timeframe and/or loca-
tion. If the action in video 140 moves in time or in location,
it would generally be considered as a new scene. Act
152 can include a set of scenes comprising scene 142.
A respective scene can further be decomposed into
beats. In this example, scene 142 can include a set of
beats, which can include beat 154. A respective beat can
represent a narration associated with the scene. A re-
spective beat can include one or more shots. Each shot
can include a portion of the narration. Here, beat 154 can
include a set of shorts comprising shot 156. For example,
if scene 142 corresponds to a classroom, a beat in scene
142 can indicate a teacher providing instruction. A shot
in that beat can indicate the facial expressions of a stu-
dent during the instruction delivery process.
[0044] When a segmentation unit is set to a particular
hierarchical element, segmentation module 112 can fa-
cilitate the segmentation of video 140. Segmentation
module 112 may decompose video 140 in such a way
that each segment can represent a semantic portion of
video 140 and contextually relevant within the segment.
Therefore, a respective segment may move the story of
video 140 forward by providing a semantically meaningful
piece of the story. For example, if the semantic contextual
way to decompose video 140 is by scenes, segmentation
module 112 can segment video 140 based on scenes.
Accordingly, segment 146 of video 140 can represent
scene 142. Therefore, a respective segment of video 140
can correspond to a scene. Segmentation module 112
can further decompose scene 142 at the narrative beat
level within scene 142.
[0045] Analysis module 114 can determine multimodal
contextual information associated with a respective seg-
ment. The multimodal contextual information can include
the multimodal classification obtained from the join inter-
ference for the segment. Analysis module 114 may op-
tionally determine contextual information associated with
a sub-segment within the segment. Subsequently, anno-
tation module 116 can annotate each segment with cor-
responding contextual information. For example, analy-
sis module 114 can determine multimodal contextual in-
formation 170 associated with segment 146 (scene 142).
Annotation module 116 can then annotate segment 146
with contextual information 170.
[0046] To annotate segment 146 with corresponding
contextual information 170, annotation module 116 may
maintain a mapping between a segment identifier 172 of
segment 146 and contextual information 170. Segment
identifier 172 can include one or more of: a video identifier
of video 140 and a scene number of scene 142. The

video provider application may maintain the mapping in
its database (e.g., database 182 in FIG. 1A). Contextual
information 170 can include the fused classifications gen-
erated by fusing or unifying the multimodal classifications
(or the respective embeddings obtained from the classi-
fications).
[0047] In some embodiments, contextual information
170 can include contextual information at a beat level.
Scene-level contextual information 170 may not neces-
sarily be an aggregation or composite of the correspond-
ing beat-level contextual information. For example, a
scene 142 (segment 146) can further be decomposed
into a number of beats, such as beat 154. Analysis mod-
ule 114 can determine multimodal contextual information
associated with a respective beat within scene 142. Con-
textual information 170 can then include both scene-level
information and beat-level information associated with
beat 154. This allows system 110 to utilize fine-grained
analysis of contextual information associated with seg-
ment 146.
[0048] Furthermore, to provide a visual queue on the
screen, annotation module 116 may generate informa-
tion associated with annotation indicator 144 from con-
textual information 170 and store the generated informa-
tion in association with the identifier of segment 146. Sys-
tem 110 can then provide annotation indicator 144 to a
video provider service (e.g., an application running on
application server 104 in FIG. 1A). The video provider
service may display annotation indicator 144 with scene
142 to provide a viewer with a visual queue of contextual
information 170.
[0049] FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary annotation
generation from multimodal contextual information of a
video segment, in accordance with an embodiment of
the present application. Input set 120 of segment 120
can include video frames 122, audio signal 124, and tex-
tual information 126 associated with segment 146. If vid-
eo 140 is a movie, video 140 can be accompanied by a
script. Typically, the script can be well-structured as a
sequence of scenes. For each scene, the script may in-
clude a scene number and a heading describing the lo-
cation and time. For example, if video 140 is a movie
titled " Movie X," which can be based on the Second
World War, segment 146/scene 142 can then be a scene
in Movie X. System 110 can then obtain the script of
Movie X from publicly accessible resources (e.g., a web
repository for storing movie scripts).
[0050] By segmenting the script, segmentation module
112 can then generate textual information 126, which
may include a script segment 204 of the Movie X’s script
associated with scene 142. Script segment 204 can show
that scene 142 is the beginning of scene 77. Script seg-
ment 204 can also include a heading stating that scene
142 is at an external location in the Western Front of the
Second World War. Accordingly, segment identifier 172
can incorporate scene number 77. Segmentation module
112 can also obtain video segment 202 corresponding
to script segment 204 by segmenting video 140. From
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video segment 202, segmentation module 112 may sep-
arate the video frames and the corresponding audio sig-
nal to generate video frames (or video channel) 122 and
audio signal 124, respectively. In other words, based on
the definition of a segment (e.g., a scene defined based
on location or time change), system 110 can use a com-
bination of video frames, the script (or screenplay), the
audio of the video, and other metadata information to
perform the segmentation.
[0051] Once the video is segmented, analysis module
114 can generate contextual information 170 associated
with segment 146 by applying respective AI models on
video frames 122, audio signal 124, and textual informa-
tion 126. Contextual information 170 can include multi-
modal classification obtained from fusing the respective
classifications of the multiple input modalities. Subse-
quently, annotation module 116 can annotate segment
146 with the fusion or unified classification. Annotation
210 associated with segment 146 can include a set of
keys 212, 214, 216, 218, and 220. These keys can rep-
resent semantic contextual information associated with
scene 142 and one or more beats in scene 142. A re-
spective key can be of the format {key:(value, strength)}.
For example, key 212 can include a value 222 and
strength 224.
[0052] A key, such as key 212, can represent any se-
mantic contextual information associated with segment
146. Hence, the keys can be represented as a scalable
list and can be expanded as new keys are added. Typi-
cally, key 212 can represent an object, a genre, a con-
cept, or an action associated with segment 146. Key 212
may also represent a rating, characters, and location.
Value 222 of key 212 can depend on the type of key 212
and can a feature of segment 146. Strength 224 can be
a number (e.g., between 0 and 1) that indicates the like-
lihood of the presence of the given value (e.g., a strength
level or confidence level). For example, if key 212 rep-
resents the category (or genre) of segment 146, value
222 can be one of: action, adventure, comedy, crime,
drama, fantasy, horror, musical, mystery, romance, and
sci-fi. On the other hand, if key 212 represents a rating
of segment 146, value 222 can be one of: violence, lan-
guage, nudity, and horror.
[0053] Strength 224 can then indicate the likelihood of
the category being a particular genre. Accordingly, if val-
ue 222 is "action," strength 224 can indicate the likelihood
of segment 146 being in the action genre. As shown in
FIG. 2A, if segment 146 corresponds to a battlefield
scene in Movie X, strength 224 can be close to 1 if value
222 is "action." Exemplary keys for segment 146 can then
include, but are not limited to, {"genre": ("action", 0.71)},
{"genre": ("comedy", 0.33)}, {" genre": ("intimate", 0.2)},
{"object": ("person", 0.9)}, {"concept": ("war", 0.95)}, {"ac-
tion": ("fighting", 0.9)}, and {"rating": ("violence", 0.9)}.
Some keys, such as genre, may not be mutually exclu-
sive. For example, segment 146 can be associated with
more than one genre.
[0054] If keys 212, 214, 216, 218, and 220 represent

semantic categories (e.g., genres), annotation module
114 can generate a normalized representation of the se-
mantic categories (i.e., the values) associated with the
keys. To incorporate annotation 210 with segment 146,
annotation module 114 can present a normalized repre-
sentation of the strengths of the values associated with
each key. Since the values of keys 212, 214, 216, 218,
and 220 can represent categories, the strengths can cor-
respond to the likelihood of segment 146 belonging to
the categories. The normalization can be based on a val-
ue of 1 (or 100). The likelihood of segment 146 being in
a specific category is represented with an annotation val-
ue between 0 and 1, and the summation of the annotation
values of all categories can be 1. In some embodiments,
each of the annotation values associated with segment
146 can be expressed with a distinct representation (e.g.,
with a color, fill-pattern, or value) and represented in an-
notation indicator 144. Subsequently, system 110 can
provide the annotation indicator to a video provider,
which can then display annotation indicator 144 with seg-
ment 146.
[0055] Annotation 210 can facilitate a personalized
viewing option for a viewer. System 110 may allow a user
to select the set of values of key 212 for annotation 210.
The viewer may choose to automatically skip through
items in video 140 that belong to a particular category. If
strength 224 is greater than a threshold, it may indicate
that segment 146 belongs to a category corresponding
to key 222. If a viewer wishes to skip the category, seg-
ment 146 can automatically be skipped when video 140
plays. On the other hand, the viewer may also select to
watch the segments that belong to that category. Under
such circumstances, only the segments that belong to
the category can be played when video 140 plays. Sys-
tem 110 can maintain the starting and ending timestamps
of segment 146. Consequently, to skip segment 146,
whenever the starting timestamp of segment 146 is de-
tected, video 140 can skip to the ending timestamp. Sim-
ilarly, to show segment 146, whenever a previous seg-
ment belonging to the category ends playing, video 140
continues playing from the starting timestamp of segment
146.
[0056] FIG. 2B illustrates exemplary localized annota-
tions associated with a video segment, in accordance
with an embodiment of the present application. Localized
annotation can include both scene-level annotation and
beat-level annotation. This allows system 110 to anno-
tate a video segment 250 in such a way that different
applications, such as an advertisement system, can uti-
lize annotation 250. For example, the annotation for seg-
ment 250 can include segment annotation 256 for entire
segment 256, first beat annotation 252 for the first beat
of segment 250, and last beat annotation 254 for the last
beat of segment 250. The keys in a beat-level can rep-
resent semantic contextual information associated with
a corresponding beat in segment 250. Here, annotation
254 can include a set of keys associated with the last
beat of segment 250.
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[0057] A respective key in annotation 254 can be of
the format {key:(value, strength)}. For example, a key
260 in annotation 254 can include a value 262 and
strength 264. Exemplary keys in annotation 254 can then
include, but are not limited to, {"object": ("person", 0.7)},
{"object": ("face", 0.85)}, {" genre": ("comedy", 0.85)},
{"concept": ("happiness", 0.95)}, and {"action": ("smiling",
0.8)}. Some keys may not be mutually exclusive. For ex-
ample, a beat can be associated with more than one ob-
ject. Annotation 254 can help an application to operate
in a contextual way. If the application is related to adver-
tisement placement, the application can determine from
annotation 254 that segment 250 has ended on a happy
note, and any advertisement placed after segment 250
should narrate a story of happiness. Therefore, combin-
ing segment-level and beat-level annotations can effi-
ciently and accurately contextualize segment 250.

System Architecture

[0058] FIG. 3A illustrates an exemplary process of gen-
erating localized contextual annotation for a video seg-
ment using classification-based multimodal fusion, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment of the present application.
System 110 can infer semantic contextual information
from joint inference over multiple input modalities. During
operation, system 110 can obtain an input video 300.
System 110 can then process video 300 using a scene
(or shot) segmentation technique 302 to split video 300
into a set of segments (e.g., constituent scenes or shots
of video 300), such as segment 320. Here, segment 320
may include video frames, an audio signal, and textual
information. System 110 can further parse segment 320
into the constituent signal modalities, such as video
frames 322, audio signal 324, and textual information
326, such as subtitles/closed captions 336, if available.
System 110 may use video editing tools, such as an au-
dio/video (AV) converter and a subtitle extractor, to per-
form the parsing operation on a respective segment.
[0059] Alternatively, system 110 may parse video 300
to obtain the video frames, audio signal, and textual in-
formation for video 300. System 110 can then segment
the video frames of video 300 into a number of video
frame segments, one of which can be video frames 322,
and determine the corresponding timestamps. System
110 can then segment the extracted audio and textual
information to align with the corresponding video frame
segments, thereby generating audio signal 324 and tex-
tual information 326.
[0060] System 110 can further incorporate external in-
put modalities, such as script 338 of video 300. Script
338 can be considered another form of textual informa-
tion 326, which can then include subtitles/closed captions
336 and script 338. System 110 can then process video
frames 322 are processed using a visual recognition
technique, which can include a deep visual network 304
that can infer scene categories or classes from the pixel
data in video frames 322. Deep visual network 304 can

include a deep neural network (DNN), such as a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN). Furthermore, to capture
temporal dynamics, deep visual network 304 may include
a recurrent neural network (RNN) in conjunction with the
CNN. The combination of CNN and RNN in deep visual
network 304 can be trained to infer semantic classes,
objects, and/or people in segment 320 (i.e., determine
the corresponding labels) based on pre-labeled training
data. The detected class, object, and/or people can be
the visual semantic contextual information of segment
320.
[0061] System 110 can analyze, serially or in parallel,
audio signal 324 using a separate audio processing tech-
nique, which can include a deep-stacked autoencoder
306. Autoencoder 306 can learn a latent low-dimensional
embedding of audio signal 324. Autoencoder 306 may
include an encoder followed by two decoder streams that
recover background non-verbal signal 332, such as mu-
sic and special effects, and human speech signal 334,
respectively. The separation of verbal and non-verbal
signals can be used to determine scene properties. For
example, background music is often indicative of genre,
pace, tension, etc. During training, autoencoder 306 can
learn to reconstruct audio signal 324 based on an implicit
model for remixing the separated background signal 332
and speech signal 334. The mixing model can operate
based on an appropriate representation, such as mel-
frequency cepstral coefficients.
[0062] Subsequently, system 110 can process back-
ground signal 332 using an audio background classifier
312 that can infer relevant scene properties (i.e., deter-
mine the corresponding labels). Classifier 312 may in-
clude input-based features, such as a spectrogram, in
combination with machine learning techniques, such as
a support vector machine or a random forest. Classifier
312 may also be a DNN trained on end-to-end video sig-
nals to infer scene properties directly. Classifier 312 can
also include a hybrid model. The hybrid model may use
a DNN to determine discriminative embeddings. System
110 can then provide the discriminative embeddings to
a non-deep learner, such as a random forest classifier.
[0063] On the other hand, system 110 can process
speech signal 334 using a speech recognition technique
314, which can include a DNN with a memory component,
such as an RNN based on Long-Short-Term Memory
(LSTM). Speech recognition technique 314 may gener-
ate texts from speech signal 334. System 110 can use
an emotion detection technique 316 on the texts gener-
ated by speech recognition technique 314 to infer the
emotion and vibe of segment 320. Furthermore, system
110 may use subtitles/closed captions 336 in place of or
for augmenting speech recognition technique 314. Sys-
tem 110 can align and augment the texts from the com-
bination of speech recognition 314, subtitles/closed cap-
tions 336, and script 338 using a word/phrase alignment
technique 318. System 110 can then provide the aligned
texts to a text-based scene classifier 330 as an input.
[0064] Classifier 330 can extract meaningful embed-
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dings that may infer contextual information, such as sen-
timent, emotion, and genre associated with segment 320
(i.e., determine the corresponding labels) from the
aligned texts. Emotion detection technique 316 and/or
classifier 330 can be based on natural language process-
ing (NLP). System 110 can then fuse the classifications,
predictions, and/or scores from each of the visual, audio,
and text classifiers based on a classifier score fusion
technique 310 and generate jointly inferred contextual
information from the multiple input modalities associated
with segment 320. Classifier score fusion technique 310
may use majority classification and/or weighted classifi-
cation to determine the classifications associated with
segment 320. Annotation module 116 of system 110 can
obtain the contextual information and generate an anno-
tation 340 for segment 320. Annotation 340 can include
a set of keys representing the contextual information.
System 110 can repeat this process for a respective seg-
ment of input video 300.
[0065] Here, classifier score fusion technique 310 is
applied to the classifications obtained from the classifi-
cations generated from the visual, audio, and text clas-
sifiers. Therefore, classifier score fusion technique 310
can be considered a "late fusion" strategy. Instead of
performing a late fusion on the classifications based on
individual input modalities, system 110 may also fuse the
early- or mid-level embeddings from the input modalities
and apply a unified multimodal classifier on the fused
multimodal embeddings. FIG. 3B illustrates an exempla-
ry process of generating localized contextual annotation
for a video segment using embedding-based multimodal
fusion, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
application. Here, system 110 can use embedding-based
multimodal fusion instead of classification-based multi-
modal fusion.
[0066] Embedding-based multimodal fusion obtains
vector embeddings derived for each of the input modal-
ities for segment 320 and fuses them into a multimodal
embedding. For example, system 110 can obtain visual
embeddings 352 from deep visual network 304, back-
ground signal embeddings 354 from autoencoder 306,
and word embeddings 356 from text-based classifier 330
(e.g., a word2vec NLP model). In some embodiments,
system 110 can use a DNN to learn the embeddings from
a corresponding classifier automatically. It should be not-
ed that embeddings associated with a particular mode
of input can be obtained by a user from the intermediate
states of a corresponding classifier.
[0067] System 110 can then apply an embedding fu-
sion/concatenation technique 360 on these embeddings
to generate multimodal embeddings 358. System 110
may obtain feature embeddings from deep visual network
304, autoencoder 306, and text-based classifier 330, and
fuse the embeddings at a concatenation layer represent-
ing multimodal embeddings 358. System 110 can then
provide multimodal embeddings 358 to a multimodal seg-
ment classifier 362 as an input. Classifier 362 can infer
the properties of interest for segment 320 based on mul-

timodal embeddings 358. To do so, system 110 can then
incorporate the concatenation layer into classifier 362,
which in turn can provide the classification labels at the
output layer.
[0068] In some embodiments, system 110 may use a
variant of embedding-based and/or classification-based
multimodal fusion. For example, embeddings 354 and
356 associated with audio and texts, respectively, can
be inserted into deep visual classifier 304 at an appro-
priate layer in a later stage. Classifier 304 can then be
trained, by incorporating embeddings 354 and 356, to
infer multimodal contextual information associated with
segment 320. Annotation module 116 of system 110 can
then obtain the contextual information and generate an
annotation 340 for segment 320. Annotation 340 can in-
clude a set of keys representing the contextual informa-
tion. System 110 can repeat this process for a respective
segment of input video 300.

Advertisement System

[0069] The annotations generated by system 110 can
be used for other applications, such as an advertisement
system. The advertisement system can place contextu-
ally relevant advertisements in a video based on the an-
notation obtained from system 110. FIG. 4 illustrates an
exemplary advertisement placement process in a video
based on localized contextual information, in accordance
with an embodiment of the present application. Segmen-
tation module 112 can obtain a video 420 and segment
video 420 into a number of segments 422, 424, 426, and
428. Analysis module 114 can infer contextual informa-
tion associated with a respective segment based on mul-
tiple input modalities of the segment.
[0070] Using the contextual information, annotation
module 116 can generate annotation 442, 444, 446, and
448 for segments 422, 424, 426, and 428, respectively.
Annotation module 116 can also generate beat-level an-
notation for one or more beats in a respective segment,
such as annotation 552 for the last beat of segment 424
and annotation 554 for the first beat of segment 426.
Advertisement module 118 of system 110 can then iden-
tify ISAs 432, 434, and 436 in video 420 as potential
advertisement spots. In this way, the placement of an
advertisement in an ISA of video 420 may not interrupt
a scene in video 420 because each segment may include
a scene.
[0071] An administrator may configure the number of
times video 420 can be stopped to show advertisements.
Based on the number, advertisement module 118 may
recommend a set of ISAs for placing advertisements in
video 420. Advertisement module 118 may apply one or
more policies to the annotations to select a set of ISAs
that can be used for placing advertisements. Such poli-
cies can include, but are not limited to, maximizing mon-
etization, avoiding or using cliffhangers, avoiding scene
fragmentations, and feel-good preceding segments.
Suppose that the number of times video 420 can be
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stopped is configured to be one. Advertisement module
118 can then select one of ISAs 432, 334, and 436 for
placing advertisements. For example, advertisement
module 118 may select an ISA at which a user may be-
come susceptible to the narrative of an advertisement.
Advertisement module 118 can examine the annotations,
evaluate the emotional information, and determine the
susceptibility (e.g., based on a weighted score applied
to the semantic categories and their corresponding con-
fidence values).
[0072] If advertisement module 118 selects ISA 434,
advertisement module 118 can provide annotation infor-
mation 410 to an advertisement system 400 (e.g., an
advertisement exchange and/or platform). Annotation in-
formation 410 can include annotations 444 and 446 of
the preceding and subsequent segments 424 and 426
of ISA 434, respectively. Annotation information 410 can
also include annotation 552 of the last beat in segment
424, and annotation 554 of the first beat in segment 426.
Advertisement system 400 can maintain the available
advertisements and their respective content and narra-
tive (e.g., expressed as a set of keywords for each ad-
vertisement) in database 402.
[0073] Upon obtaining annotation information 410, ad-
vertisement system 400 can dynamically match the an-
notations in annotation information 410 with a corre-
sponding advertisement that can be placed in ISA 434.
To perform the matching operation, advertisement sys-
tem 400 can obtain values and strengths from the keys
in the annotations, and select a set of values with corre-
sponding strengths greater than a threshold. Advertise-
ment system 400 can then match the keywords describ-
ing the content and narrative of the available advertise-
ments with one or more of the selected values, and pick
an advertisement with the best match. The matching op-
eration can be based on one or more database queries
performed on database 402.
[0074] Alternatively, an enterprise that owns an adver-
tisement or an agent of the enterprise can buy tags rel-
evant to the business from advertisement system 400.
For example, if the enterprise is an insurance company,
the enterprise can buy tags related to accidents, fire, ex-
plosions, etc. If segment 424 and/or segment 426 corre-
spond to action sequences that include a car chase
and/or vehicular damage, the annotations in annotation
information 410 would represent the actions. Since the
corresponding values in the annotations can match the
tag of the advertisement, advertisement system 400 can
determine that the advertisement can be placed in ISA
434. In this way, the annotation can facilitate the place-
ment of contextually relevant advertisements in video
420.
[0075] Typically, if video 420 is a popular video, such
as a movie, product placement in video 420 can be an
effective form of advertisement. However, such product
placement can be expensive. Contextual advertising
within video 420 can become a cost-effective alternative.
If a viewer watches the protagonist drive a luxury car on

the highway in segment 424, contextual advertising al-
lows advertisement system 400 to show a luxury car ad-
vertisement right after segment 424 in ISA 434. The con-
textual approach can be used in advertisement overlays
as well. Furthermore, since some video provider requires
a subscription, the video provider may also know viewer
information (e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, income bracket,
etc.). Combining viewer information and contextual infor-
mation can further improve the effectiveness of contex-
tual advertising in video 420.

Operations

[0076] FIG. 5A presents a flowchart illustrating a meth-
od 500 of a video annotation system generating a unified
classification for a video segment using classification-
based multimodal fusion, in accordance with an embod-
iment of the present application. During operation, the
system can obtain an input video and an associated
script, if available, and determine video segments of the
input video based on a segmentation technique (opera-
tion 502). The system can then parse a respective video
segment to obtain video frames and audio signal, and if
available, subtitles/closed captions of the video segment
(operation 504). Subsequently, the system can apply an
audio encoder to separate speech and background sig-
nals from the audio signal (operation 506).
[0077] The system can apply an audio classifier to the
background signal for audio classification and an emo-
tional classifier to the speech signal for emotion classifi-
cation (operation 508). The system can further apply a
deep visual network to the video frames for visual clas-
sification (operation 510). The system can also determine
speech text from the speech signal using the speech rec-
ognition and align the subtitles/closed captions and the
script with the speech text (operation 512). The system
can then apply a text-based classifier (e.g., an NLP-
based classifier) to the aligned text for textual classifica-
tion (operation 514). Subsequently, the system can de-
termine a unified classification from the multimodal clas-
sifications for the video segment (operation 538).
[0078] FIG. 5B presents a flowchart illustrating a meth-
od 530 of a video annotation system generating a unified
classification for a video segment using embedding-
based multimodal fusion, in accordance with an embod-
iment of the present application. During operation, the
system can obtain an input video and an associated
script, if available, and determine video segments of the
input video based on a segmentation technique (opera-
tion 532). The system can then parse a respective video
segment to obtain video frames and audio signal, and if
available, subtitles/closed captions of the video segment
(operation 534). Subsequently, the system can apply an
audio encoder to separate speech and background sig-
nals from the audio signal (operation 536).
[0079] The system can apply an audio classifier to the
background signal for determining audio feature embed-
dings (operation 538). The system can further apply a
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deep visual network to the video frames for determining
visual feature embeddings (operation 540). The system
can also determine speech text from the speech signal
using the speech recognition and align the subti-
tles/closed captions and the script with the speech text
(operation 542). The system can then apply a text-based
classifier to the aligned text for determining textual fea-
ture embeddings (operation 544). Subsequently, the sys-
tem can combine the feature embeddings to generate
unified feature embeddings (operation 546) and apply a
multimodal segment classifier on the unified feature em-
beddings to determine the video segment class (opera-
tion 548).
[0080] FIG. 5C presents a flowchart illustrating a meth-
od 550 of a video annotation system generating an an-
notation based on a unified classification of a video seg-
ment, in accordance with an embodiment of the present
application. During operation, the system can obtain a
unified classification for a video segment (operation 552)
and determine a set of keys based on the unified classi-
fication for the video segment (operation 554). A user
may select and configure the set of keys for the video
segment. The system can then obtain a respective key
from the contextual information in the unified classifica-
tion, and determine a value and strength for the key (op-
eration 556). Subsequently, the system can generate an-
notation for the video segment with the set of keys (op-
eration 558).
[0081] FIG. 6 presents a flowchart illustrating a method
600 of a video annotation system providing annotation
information for placing advertisements in a video, in ac-
cordance with an embodiment of the present application.
During operation, the system can determine ISAs for an
input video (operation 602) and determine the number
of advertisement placements for the video (operation
604). The system can then select a set of ISAs corre-
sponding to the number of advertisement placements
based on one or more selection policies (operation 606).
Subsequently, the system can obtain annotations corre-
sponding to video segments and beats in the video seg-
ments associated with the selected set of ISAs (operation
608). The system can provide the annotations to an ad-
vertisement system (operation 610).

Exemplary Computer System and Apparatus

[0082] FIG. 7 illustrates an exemplary computer sys-
tem facilitating a video annotation system that supports
localized contextual annotation for a video, in accordance
with an embodiment of the present application. Computer
system 700 includes a processor 702, a memory device
704, and a storage device 708. Memory device 704 can
include a volatile memory device (e.g., a dual in-line
memory module (DIMM)). Furthermore, computer sys-
tem 700 can be coupled to a display device 710, a key-
board 712, and a pointing device 714. Storage device
708 can store an operating system 716, a video annota-
tion system 718, and data 736. Video annotation system

718 can incorporate the operations of system 110.
[0083] Video annotation system 718 can include in-
structions, which when executed by computer system
700 can cause computer system 700 to perform methods
and/or processes described in this disclosure. Specifi-
cally, video annotation system 718 can include instruc-
tions for segmenting a video into video segments based
on a segmentation unit (segmentation logic block 720).
Video annotation system 718 can also include instruc-
tions for parsing a respective video segment for obtaining
multiple input modalities (segmentation logic block 720).
Furthermore, video annotation system 718 includes in-
structions for obtaining semantic contextual classification
for the video frames of a respective video segment (video
logic block 724).
[0084] Video annotation system 718 can also include
instructions for separating background and speech sig-
nals from an audio channel of a respective video segment
(audio logic block 724). Video annotation system 718 can
further include instructions for obtaining semantic con-
textual classification for the background signal and
speech texts from the speech signal (audio logic block
724). Moreover, video annotation system 718 can include
instructions for aligning speech text with the textual in-
formation of the corresponding video segment (text logic
block 726). Video annotation system 718 can also include
instructions for obtaining semantic contextual classifica-
tion for the aligned text (text logic block 726).
[0085] Video annotation system 718 can include in-
structions for fusing the multimodal classifications and
determine a unified classification (fusion logic block 728).
Video annotation system 718 can also include instruc-
tions for fusing the embedding from the multimodal clas-
sifications to determine multimodal embeddings and de-
termine a unified classification from the multimodal em-
beddings (fusion logic block 728). Moreover, video an-
notation system 718 can include instructions for gener-
ating annotations for a respective video segment from
the unified classification (annotation logic block 730).
[0086] In some embodiments, video annotation sys-
tem 718 can include instructions for determining ISAs in
a video and providing annotation information associated
with the ISAs to an advertisement system (ad logic block
732). Video annotation system 718 may further include
instructions for sending and receiving messages (e.g.,
packets and frames) (communication logic block 734).
Data 736 can include any data that can facilitate the op-
erations of system 110. Data 736 may include one or
more of: training data for different classifiers, multimodal
information for the segments of one or more videos, clas-
sification and embedding information for the segments,
and ISA information for the videos.
[0087] FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary apparatus that
facilitates localized contextual annotation for a video, in
accordance with an embodiment of the present applica-
tion. Video annotation apparatus 800 can comprise a plu-
rality of units or apparatuses which may communicate
with one another via a wired, wireless, quantum light, or
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electrical communication channel. Apparatus 800 may
be realized using one or more integrated circuits, and
may include fewer or more units or apparatuses than
those shown in FIG. 8. Further, apparatus 800 may be
integrated in a computer system, or realized as a sepa-
rate device that is capable of communicating with other
computer systems and/or devices. Specifically, appara-
tus 800 can comprise units 802-816, which perform func-
tions or operations similar to modules 720-734 of com-
puter system 700 of FIG. 7, including: a segmentation
unit 802; a video unit 804; an audio unit 806; a text unit
808; a fusion unit 810; an annotation unit 812; an ad unit
814; and a communication unit 816.
[0088] The data structures and code described in this
detailed description are typically stored on a computer-
readable storage medium, which may be any device or
medium that can store code and/or data for use by a
computer system. The computer-readable storage me-
dium includes, but is not limited to, volatile memory, non-
volatile memory, magnetic and optical storage devices
such as disks, magnetic tape, CDs (compact discs),
DVDs (digital versatile discs or digital video discs), or
other media capable of storing computer-readable media
now known or later developed.
[0089] The methods and processes described in the
detailed description section can be embodied as code
and/or data, which can be stored in a computer-readable
storage medium as described above. When a computer
system reads and executes the code and/or data stored
on the computer-readable storage medium, the compu-
ter system performs the methods and processes embod-
ied as data structures and code and stored within the
computer-readable storage medium.
[0090] Furthermore, the methods and processes de-
scribed above can be included in hardware modules. For
example, the hardware modules can include, but are not
limited to, application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)
chips, field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), and oth-
er programmable-logic devices now known or later de-
veloped. When the hardware modules are activated, the
hardware modules perform the methods and processes
included within the hardware modules.
[0091] The foregoing embodiments described herein
have been presented for purposes of illustration and de-
scription only. They are not intended to be exhaustive or
to limit the embodiments described herein to the forms
disclosed. Accordingly, many modifications and varia-
tions will be apparent to practitioners skilled in the art.
Additionally, the above disclosure is not intended to limit
the embodiments described herein. The scope of the em-
bodiments described herein is defined by the appended
claims.

Claims

1. A method for localized contextual video annotation,
comprising:

segmenting a video into a plurality of segments
based on a segmentation unit;
parsing a respective segment for determining
multiple input modalities for the segment,
wherein a respective input modality indicates a
form of content in the segment;
classifying the segment into a set of semantic
classes based on the input modalities; and
determining an annotation for the segment
based on the set of semantic classes, wherein
the annotation indicates semantic contextual in-
formation associated with the segment.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein classifying the seg-
ment further comprises:

applying a corresponding classifier on a respec-
tive input modality for determining classification
for the input modality;
determining a unified classification for the seg-
ment based on the classifications for the multiple
input modalities; and
determining the annotation for the segment
based on the unified classification.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein determining the uni-
fied classification further comprises fusing the clas-
sifications for the multiple input modalities with each
other to generate the unified classification.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the multiple input
modalities include video frames separated from an
audio signal of the segment; and
wherein classifying the segment further comprises
applying a deep visual classifier on the video frames
to generate visual classification for the segment.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the multiple input
modalities include audio signal separated from video
frames of the segment;
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

decomposing the audio signal into a background
signal and a speech signal;
applying an audio classifier on the background
signal to generate background audio classifica-
tion for the segment; and
applying an emotion classifier on the speech sig-
nal to generate emotion classification for the
segment.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the multiple input
modalities include textual information separated
from audio-visual signals of the segment; and
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

obtaining speech text representing verbal
speeches in the segment;
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aligning the textual information with the speech
text; and
applying a text-based classifier on the aligned
text to generate textual classification for the seg-
ment.

7. The method of claim 6, further comprising obtaining
a script of the movie and further aligning the script
with the speech text.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein classifying the seg-
ment further comprises:

obtaining respective feature embeddings for the
multiple input modalities;
combining the feature embeddings to generate
a unified embedding; and
applying a semantic classifier on the unified em-
bedding to determine the unified classification.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein combining the fea-
ture embeddings further comprises applying feature
concatenation on the feature embeddings.

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the annotation in-
cludes a set of keys indicating the semantic contex-
tual information of the segment, wherein a respective
key includes a value and a strength, wherein the val-
ue indicates a feature of the segment, and wherein
the strength indicates the likelihood of the value be-
ing associated with the segment.

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the segmentation
unit is one or more of: an act, a scene, a beat, and
a shot of the video.

12. The method of claim 1, wherein a respective seman-
tic class corresponds to one of: action, danger, ro-
mance, friendship, and outdoor adventure.

13. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medi-
um storing instructions that when executed by a com-
puter cause the computer to perform a method for
localized contextual video annotation, the method
comprising:

segmenting a video into a plurality of segments
based on a segmentation unit;
parsing a respective segment for generating
multiple input modalities for the segment,
wherein a respective input modality indicates a
form of content in the segment;
classifying the segment into a set of semantic
classes based on the input modalities; and
determining an annotation for the segment
based on the set of semantic classes, wherein
the annotation indicates semantic contextual in-
formation associated with the segment

14. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

applying a corresponding classifier on a respec-
tive input modality for determining classification
for the input modality;
determining a unified classification for the seg-
ment based on the classifications for the multiple
input modalities; and
determining the annotation for the segment
based on the unified classification.

15. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 14,
wherein determining the unified classification further
comprises fusing the classifications for the multiple
input modalities with each other to generate the uni-
fied classification.

16. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein the multiple input modalities include video
frames separated from an audio signal of the seg-
ment; and
wherein classifying the segment further comprises
applying a deep visual classifier on the video frames
to generate visual classification for the segment.

17. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein the multiple input modalities include audio
signal separated from video frames of the segment;
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

decomposing the audio signal into a background
signal and a speech signal;
applying an audio classifier on the background
signal to generate background audio classifica-
tion for the segment; and
applying an emotion classifier on the speech sig-
nal to generate emotion classification for the
segment.

18. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein the multiple input modalities include textual
information separated from audio-visual signals of
the segment; and
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

obtaining speech text representing verbal
speeches in the segment;
aligning the textual information with the speech
text; and
applying a text-based classifier on the aligned
text to generate textual classification for the seg-
ment.

19. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 18,
wherein the method further comprises obtaining a
script of the movie and further aligning the script with
the speech text.
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20. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein classifying the segment further comprises:

obtaining respective feature embeddings from
the classifications for the multiple input modali-
ties;
combining the feature embeddings to generate
a unified embedding; and
applying a semantic classifier on the unified em-
bedding to determine the unified classification.

21. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 20,
wherein combining the feature embeddings further
comprises applying feature concatenation on the
feature embeddings.

22. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein the annotation includes a set of keys indi-
cating the semantic contextual information of the
segment, wherein a respective key includes a value
and a strength, wherein the value indicates a feature
of the segment, and wherein the strength indicates
the likelihood of the value being associated with the
segment.

23. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein the segmentation unit is one or more of: an
act, a scene, a beat, and a shot of the video.

24. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13,
wherein a respective semantic class corresponds to
one of: action, danger, romance, friendship, and out-
door adventure.

25. A method for placing advertisement based on local-
ized contextual video annotation, comprising:

segmenting a video into a plurality of segments
based on a segmentation unit;
parsing a respective segment for determining
multiple input modalities for the segment,
wherein a respective input modality indicates a
form of content in the segment;
classifying the segment into a set of semantic
classes based on the input modalities;
determining an annotation for the segment
based on the set of semantic classes, wherein
the annotation indicates semantic contextual in-
formation associated with the segment;
identifying an inter-segment availability (ISA)
between segments of the video file as a target
location for placing an advertisement; and
sending annotations of a set of segments asso-
ciated with the ISA to an advertisement system,
wherein the set of segments includes one or
more of: a preceding segment of the ISA and a
subsequent segment of the ISA.

26. A method for facilitating discretionary viewing based
on localized contextual video annotation, compris-
ing:

segmenting a video into a plurality of segments
based on a segmentation unit;
parsing a respective segment for determining
multiple input modalities for the segment,
wherein a respective input modality indicates a
form of content in the segment;
classifying the segment into a set of semantic
classes based on the input modalities;
determining an annotation for the segment
based on the set of semantic classes, wherein
the annotation indicates semantic contextual in-
formation associated with the segment;
obtaining a viewing preference from a viewer of
the video; and
determining a set of viewing segments from the
plurality of segments based on the annotations
for the plurality of segments, wherein the set of
viewing segments complies with the viewing
preference.
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